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 AD 205/L   AD 021/010   AD 021/001      AD 021/002     AD 021/003  AD 021/004  
  AD 050/001

 AD 225/005 “CASAGRANDE DIRECT SHEAR” 
PROGRAM

AD 225/006  AD 225/005 EXPANSION 
FOR TESTMEASURING 

“RESIDUAL SHEAR STRENGTH”

AD 225/004 SOFTWARE “OEDOMETRIC SWELL TEST”

AD 225/007 “OEDOMETRIC TEST” PROGRAM 

AD 225/008 EXPANSION FOR
 “Cv AND K DETERMINATION”

AD 225/013 “TRIAXIAL UU, CU, CD”

AD 225/014 “DIRECT SHEAR ON ANNULAR 
SPECIMENS” PROGRAM

The direct shear apparatus, oedometer and triaxial apparatus 
may be fi tted with electronic transducers compatible with the 
informatics system produced by Tecnotest. 
Such system allows the automation of data acquisition of the 
tests, calculations and the presentation of the test results in 
the form of certifi cates or graphs.

Each transducer is coupled to a GEOTRONIC control unit 
acting as a data display device or single channel “stand 
alone” data acquisition unit. Each control unit has a current 
loop interface which controls information to be transmitted 
to a central PC.

A special program in the PC allows the various Geotronic 
units in the network to acquire data automatically according 
to a protocol regulating the time required for the specifi c kind 
of test to be carried out, after which the computer may be 
switched off or used for other purposes.

On commencing the test, each Geotronic measures and 
stores the data according to the previously established 
protocol.

When data needs to be transferred to the central PC, the 
various Geotronic units are interrogated by means of a 
special program and then transmit the measurements taken 
up to that point.

Once the data are stored and available in the PC, it is 
possible to create fi les compatible with the processing fi les 
such as those proposed by Tecnotest or those accepting 
input from ASCII files. The stored testing files can be 
operated also using Excel, Word etc.

Besides the transducers and relative on-board Geotronic 
control units, in order to create a network capable of 
managing up to 32 peripheral Geotronic units, the following 
equipment is required:

Each program may be purchased individually. 
Standard operating system is WINDOWS. If test data 
is not received by the system, the manual input is 
needed. 

Tecnotest’s data acquisition system is characterised by 
its innovative, highly-fl exible modular design. 
As we deal daily with laboratories, we have enough 
experience to realise that a hardware network designed 
to eliminate the problems encountered in the classic 
systems was necessary. 
With these systems, in fact, it is necessary to determine 
various criteria (such as the number of channels to 
be activated, how many apparatus will be needed and 
where to locate them in the laboratory, as well as the 
length of cable required), before installation. 
This inevitably results either in under-sized systems 
being chosen in order to keep initial costs involved to 
a minimum or, on the contrary, in going to unnecessary 
expense to implement over-sized systems. 
Tecnotest has instead designed a system which, with 
a minimal initial investment, can be set up to satisfy 
individual requirements at any given moment, whilst 
allowing a virtually unlimited number of apparatus and 
relevant digital readout units to be added to the network: 
all that need be purchased is a connector block.

ACQUISITION AND AUTOMATIC
PROCESSING OF TEST DATA

 AD 021/010 MULTIPLEXER FOR CONNECTING THE 
VARIOUS GEOTRONIC UNITS 

IN A NETWORK 
(RS 232/32-channel current loop general 

interface)
AD 021/012 NETWORK CABLE (10 m long)

 AD 050/001 PC/GEOTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS
PROGRAM. WINDOWS ENVIRONMENT

AD 021/001 1-WAY CONNECTOR BLOCK

AD 021/002 2-WAY CONNECTOR BLOCK

AD 021/003 3-WAY CONNECTOR BLOCK

AD 021/004 4-WAY CONNECTOR BLOCK

An IBM-Standard personal computer, equipped with an RS 
232 interface, is also necessary. 
This computer serves the sole purpose of instructing and 
loading each one of the peripheral readout units, as well as 
that of recovering the data memorised during the test.
During any other stage, the computer may be switched off 
or used for other purposes. 
The data acquisition unit returns the data in the form of 
ASCII fi les.

For printing and processing the test certifi cates,
we recommend the following software:
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AD 001 

AD 002 

AD 002

AD 002 

AD 002 

RS 232

AD 021/012

 AD 205/L   AD 021/010   AD 021/001      AD 021/002     AD 021/003  AD 021/004  
  AD 050/001

ADVANTAGES OF THE GEOTRONIC NETWORK

Cost is proportional to the number of channels
The only really essential components are, in practice, the PC 
(unless one is already available), the multiplexer for network 
connection ( AD 021/010), the CABLE (AD 021/012) and 
DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE ( AD 050/001). 
All that need be added are the connector block or blocks as 
appropriate for the number of Geotronic units to be used.

Large expandibility: 
the  AD 021/010 multiplexer enables between 1 and 32 
channels to be activated (although it is possible to have 
more multiplexers connected to more RS 232 PC interfaces) 
by simply connecting other Geotronic units and relevant 
connector blocks.

Computer is not dedicated to the system
Although its initial function is to INPUT and load the 
Geotronic units, afterwards it may be either turned off or 
used for a different purpose. When switched on again, a 
chart showing data acquired so far may be called up on 
the video screen to check progress or to conclude test and 
store results on disk.

Geotronic units may be supplied at 12 V AC 
(thereby allowing a system to be set up using relatively 
inexpensive buffer batteries).

All data continuously displayed in real time
Each measurement is displayed on the Geotronic unit on 
board the apparatus in engineering units as taken, thereby 
eliminating the need to interrogate the computer in order to 
observe progress of the test.

Data is transmitted in digital form
so that electrical interference on the cables is eliminated 
and there is no loss of signal.

Possible faults are restricted to the local area in 
which they arise: 
hence, problems arising in any given Geotronic risk 
jeopardising functions of the relevant channel only while the 
rest of the laboratory remains unaffected.

Data acquisition and data processing programs are 
totally separate.
In other words, the Tecnotest data acquisition program 
OUTPUTS a FILE with ASCII format.
This FILE is then retrieved by any of the various Tecnotest 
test programs and then used for obtaining test certifi cates.
It is not absolutely essential however to use these programs 
in particular because the ASCII format fi le can be easily read 
by any of the standard spread sheet programs (such as MS 
Excel) and may be adapted to the various protocols in use 
for the data processing programs. Obviously, this FILE can 
be printed, edited, stored or processed using the software 
written by the user in his own language and devised to suit 
individual requirements.
Thus, since it is possible to connect to any ASCII format 
program, there is greater freedom of choice.

Wide choice of system composition
(length of transducer cables no longer being an impediment, 
laboratory and network may be composed and re-arranged 
to best suit individual requirements).

POTENTIAL 
EXPANDIBILITY

minimum confi guration 
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The basic instrument has 8 analog input channels each of 
which may be managed individually in order to supply power 
to and read bridge type or potentiometric transducers.
User interface comprises a 240 x 128 pixel, back-lighted 
graphic display and is operated via touch screen.
There are 24 bit analog-digital converters of which 16 are 
effectively used (thus obtaining 65000 stabilised divisions); 
sampling rate is 4 Hz.
On-board memory capabilities for software and data amount 
to 1128 k bytes so as to allow “stand alone” operation.
External links are possible via interfaces using 4 different 
serial protocols (RS 232, 422, 485 and current loop). 
Upon request an Ethernet port can be provided as Web 
Server.
Calibration of each channel is arranged along 11 
programmable points between zero and full scale. 
An ample choice is available for units of measurement.
Data acquisition timing may be programmed either directly 
or via PC (using our TDA software).
Clock/calendar has a buffer memory.
Optional 8-channel expansion modules are available (for 
housing inside the unit) up to a maximum of 32 channels).
Each module has a memory capability of 1MB.
The UDA is fully compatible with Tecnotest Geotronic 
networks.

For transducers and load cells connection:
AD 021/015 EXTENSION CABLE (10 m long)

AD 021/016 EXTENSION CABLE (20 m long)

Acquisition software:
AD 050/001 SOFTWARE PACKAGE

FOR TRANSMISSION OF TEST DATA TO A PC

RANGE
Code Description

AD 308 UDA 8 - 8 Channel Data Acquisition Unit 
(expandable to 32 channels)

AD 316 UDA 16 - 16 Channel Data Acquisition Unit 
(expandable to 32 channels)

AD 324 UDA 24 - 24 Channel Data Acquisition Unit 
(expandable to 32 channels)

AD 332 UDA 32 - 32 Channel Data Acquisition Unit  

AD 310 UDA 8 - 8 Channel Data Acquisition Expansion 
for UDA 8 – UDA 16 – UDA 24

UNIVERSAL DATA ACQUISITION UNIT

AD 308 UNIVERSAL DATA ACQUISITION UNIT
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